KUZUZANGPOLA !

Greetings! May you be in the best of health and spirit!

Thank you for visiting this site. If you are planning to visit Bhutan, the Land of Thunder Dragon,
you have come to the right place.

Bhutan Dhenzang Travel & Tours is amongst the oldest small tour operator / travel agencies
since tourism was privatized in the early 90s and has in the past two decades offered its
personalized services to countless groups from America, Europe, Japan and other parts of the
world.

For us, every visitor is unique experience to learn about others and ourselves as we strive to
ensure a true Bhutanese experience whether it is trekking high up in the mountains, rafting
snow fed rivers, visiting ancient temples and fortresses or joining the people in local festivals.

Our dedicated team thrives on making sure that every visitor to this unique Buddhist kingdom
where age old culture and tradition is part of everyday life, where Gross National Happiness is a
national goal, where the natural environment is at its most pristine, leaves contended.

As a registered company with the Tourism Council Bhutan, we offer group trips for major
festivals or other special interest tours and also specialise in tailor made itineraries for
independent travellers. (For more info on tour packages click the tour button on the banner).

We also specialize in treks. The country’s rugged and untouched natural beauty, breathtaking
scenery, fresh mountain air and a rich diversity of flora and fauna make it one of the best
trekking destinations in the world.

Our team has covered all the trekking routes in the country many times over and know very well
the terrain, weather patterns and in dealing with emergencies high up in the mountains.
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The company offers the best accommodations in hotels and luxury lodges recognized by the
Tourism Council of Bhutan.

Come visit the thunder dragon kingdom through us. We only have the best to offer.

TASHI DELEK !
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